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JAS Productions, Founder & CEO, Jimmy Allan Sine conceptualized Guitars
“N” Stars in 2020 with BIG rock, HIGH energy production in mind. Gathering
musicians from all Rock genres has always been the focus with forming this

super group tour. The lineup this year is unmatched in the industry, and
includes artists who have toured the world playing shows from major arenas
to sizable stadiums. We are so excited to bring Guitars “N” Stars 2024 to your

venue this March!
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Tommy Tutone
Tommy Tutone

Thomas Allen Heath (born 1947) is an
American musician best known as
the lead singer, rhythm guitarist,
and occasional keyboardist of the

band Tommy Tutone, who are most
famous for their 1981 single, "867-

5309/Jenny." A common
misconception is that "Tommy
Tutone" is Heath's stage name,

rather than the name of the band.
The band was originally known as
"Tommy and the Tu-tones", which

was shortened to "Tommy Tutone".

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tommy_Tutone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/867-5309/Jenny
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/867-5309/Jenny


Kenny Olson
Kid Rock

Kenny Olson is a multi-platinum guitarist
from Detroit, Michigan, who has

performed with Aerosmith, Metallica,
Run DMC, Hank Williams Jr., Sheryl Crow,

Billy Gibbons, Buddy Guy, Les Paul,
Bootsy Collins, Chaka Khan, Faith Evans,

and Mick Mars. He was Kid Rock’s lead
guitarist for eleven years, performing

around the world with dozens of
television appearances. Kenny is

currently lead guitarist for BEYOND THE
WALL, the Pink Floyd experience. 



Chas West is a veteran musician, vocalist,
and songwriter. He is best known as the

frontman for Bonham, Lynch Mob,
Foreigner, and also worked alongside Roy Z

in Tribe of Gypsies. West is currently the
founder and frontman of his current band,
West Bound, which has intonations of the

classic rock acts of the 1970s and 1980s, but
with a modern twist that has some critics
likening the material to that produced by
younger rock acts such as The Rival Sons. 

Chaz West
Bonham/Lynch Mob



Sean McNabb is an American actor and bassist.
At age 21, he became the bass player of the 1980s
metal band Quiet Riot, replacing Chuck Wright.
McNabb joined Dokken as their bassist in 2009

and was a mainstay with the band until 2014. He
has recorded over 35 CDs in his discography. He

has also toured and recorded with House of
Lords (where he again replaced Wright), Great

White, Lynch Mob, Montrose, Queensrÿche, Jack
Wagner, Don Felder, Edgar Winter, Maya, Bad

Moon Rising, Rough Cutt, Burning Rain, and
XYZ. In addition to music, he is acting in

Hollywood in film and television and has twenty
credits on IMDb. Of note, he appeared on FX TV's

Sons of Anarchy and as host of Best of AXS TV
Concerts 2012 – Legends of Rock. He has starred

alongside several TV and Broadway greats in Los
Angeles plays. He has appeared in films, TV and

in commercials.

Sean McNabb
Quiet Riot /Dokken
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Felder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgar_Winter
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bad_Moon_Rising_(band)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rough_Cutt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burning_Rain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XYZ_(US_band)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sons_of_Anarchy


Jimmy Allan Sine
CEO, JAS Productions

Guitar Virtuoso

Jimmy Allan Sine is a Solo Virtuoso guitarist,
singer/songwriter who hails from the

Baltimore-Washington area, who began
playing the guitar at the age of 13. Jimmy

moved to Los Angeles in the 90’s and formed a
band called Bedrock that had moderate

success in the Los Angeles area. Jimmy broke
away from band life in 2010 and became a solo

virtuoso guitarist, after many nights of
listening to Joe Satriani. Jimmy idolized

Satriani’s guitar riffs and told himself that he
could play that way as well. “No Strings

Attached” was his first single. It did quite 
well in Europe and Canada and is gaining a

strong fan base here in America. 



Jason Sutter
Cher

Jason Sutter is an American musician
and drummer based in Los Angeles,

California. He is currently the
drummer for Cher. A well versed

drummer, having studied and
performed extensively across

multiple genres, Sutter is most
widely recognized within the rock

genre for his associations with bands
such as Marilyn Manson, Smash

Mouth, New York Dolls, Chris Cornell
(Soundgarden, Audioslave), and

Foreigner, among others.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musician
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drummer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Angeles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cher
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_genres
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marilyn_Manson_(band)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smash_Mouth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smash_Mouth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_Dolls
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Cornell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soundgarden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audioslave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foreigner_(band)


Kieran Robertson
Operation Mindcrime

Kieran Robertson is a performer,
producer and session Musician from

Glasgow Scotland. Kieran is the
charismatic lead guitarist for one of
the most legendary voices in metal

history, Geoff Tate and his solo band
OPERATION MINDCRIME. Kieran

has an album and 2 singles out by his
own name which were done with the

help of Mordhorst Music
Management


